Molecular investigation on strain genetic relatedness and population structure of Beauveria bassiana.
Triplicate molecular methods, i.e. polymerase chain reaction-restriction fragment length polymorphism of the pr1 gene, microsatellite markers and 28S rDNA haplotyping by detecting the presence or absence of group I introns, were used for population study of the entomopathogenic fungus, Beauveria bassiana. The findings showed that the average genetic diversity index of geographical populations was significantly smaller than that of populations derived from insect host orders, indicating that the genetic relatedness of B. bassiana strains was highly associated with geographical locality rather than insect host species. The reproductive style of all the B. bassiana populations was found to be non-clonal. Population structure analysis revealed that the average divergent coefficient among populations of B. bassiana was far below 1 (0.1112), which indicated that there was no significant genetic differentiation between populations, and that the overall genetic diversity mainly resulted from the genetic variations within geographical populations. Statistically, genetic distances between populations were positively correlated with geographical distances, suggesting that geographical separation poses an obstacle to the possibility and frequency of genetic exchanges between populations. On the other hand, gene flow was indirectly established to occur between B. bassiana populations.